Base 100%
Customizable
A small change can make a
BIG difference.

highlight!
Double-sided
banner
presentation, a completely customizable base
and the additional option to place your logo or
website on the lateral
caps:
Your Highlight: we print
your sales message directly on the base. Including the caps you get
5 advertising spaces on
just one display - this is
what we call a hit!

(see butterfly effect, chaos theory by Edward Lorenz)

proudly handmade in italy

place your logo on
the side caps!

customize the base with print!
Make your floor display unique: individual
design and print turn your display into a firstclass eyecatcher.

World‘s QUickest Display:
seconds

ExchangeD in 5 SEconds!

STAND
UP
magnetic floor display

HANG
UP
magnetic banner suspension system

Stand Up is not only very quick, but
also extremely flexible: just with
the standard sizes we can realize
15 different formats. Free choice
of printing material according to
wish and budget: paper, PVC, fabric, blockout:
1 Banner single- or double-sided
2 provide brochures, too? mount
the fantastic magnetic pockets
directly to the banner
3 clever banner connector allows
you to exchange only alternating
parts of the graphic

WOOD
wooden banner system
Our displays are principally
ecological: no throw-away roll
up from asia, no bamboo! With
our system the banner display
remains at the customer‘s site,
just the print is delivered when
a new graphic is requested.
Everybody can easily exchange
the banner by himself. Floor
display Lucy and Hang up wood
for ceiling and wall make it perfect: with regional wood, locally
manufactured you contribute
in protecting the environment.
And our counter display wood
A5 completes the eco-trio.
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LUCY floor display

hang up wood
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unique

unique

double side
presentation

exchange just
banner parts

EASY CLICK!
Hang up: speed up your
suspension! The patented
magnetic support allows to
exchange the graphic as easy
as pie.
Hang up comes in a high-grade
aluminium and a trendy synthetic version. Both versions
are really very easy to handle
by everybody. Simply click the
banner with its metal strip into
the ceiling suspended magnetic hang up profiles

A5 counter wood
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OPTIONALS:
Magnetic Pocket - brochure pockets

LINK - banner connector
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unique
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double side
suspension system

1 STAND UP : 1500x550mm | 1900x550mm | 1900x800mm | 1900x950mm

4 HANG UP ALU : 297mm | 420mm | 500mm | 594mm | 700mm | 841mm | 1000mm

7 LUCY : 1900x800mm

2 MAG POCKET : for visit cards vertical & horizontal | A6 vertical | A5 vertical

5 HANG UP SYNT : 297mm | 420mm | 500mm | 594mm | 700mm | 841mm | 1000mm

8 HANG UP WOOD : 500mm | 700mm | 1000mm
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link : length 550mm | 850mm | 950mm

METAL COIL : telescopic 120-900mm | 210-2000mm

COUNTER DISPLAY : A5

